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prompt implementation and this can result in increased project costs.  Therefore. DTR 
believes it is important to both obligate and spend the FASTER Transit funds promptly.   
 
In the FY 2010-12 awards process, some projects were awarded funds but were not 
truly ready-to-go projects.  The review process in the first round was not stringent 
enough in identifying projects that needed further planning or development, and some 
applicants may have viewed the funds as “bankable” for a future implementation date.  
Other projects failed to anticipate a variety of implementation roadblocks.   
 
Process Improvement Steps - To that end DTR believes CDOT must take stronger 
action to ensure that both CDOT and local agencies obligate and spend the FASTER 
funds promptly.  DTR believes projects must demonstrate progress or risk losing the 
FASTER funds.   
 
DTR has been undergoing an intensive Process Improvement exercise with Gary 
Vansuch, CDOT’s Director of Process Improvement.  This effort is addressing many of 
the internal problems in the first two bullets above, particularly with regards to 
accelerating the STIP and contracting processes. Guidelines developed during this 
effort will propose changes that DTR and the Regions will undertake to more closely 
monitor projects so that they don’t languish.      
 
The 2013 call for projects placed more emphasis on projects being ready-to-go, citing 
the following requirements:  
 

 Construction projects are required to be designed to at least a 30% level;  
 It is CDOT’s expectation that projects would begin procurement or final design no 

later than November of 2012.   
 If an applicant requests FASTER funds to match federal funding that is not yet 

awarded, the applicant must acquire those federal funds no later than November 
2012 or forfeit their FASTER funds so that they can be awarded by CDOT in the 
next cycle.  

 
Despite this emphasis and guidance, DTR remains concerned that some projects might 
encounter significant implementation delays.  DTR will request that the Commission’s 
February resolution support DTR’s guidelines for prompt implementation of FASTER 
projects.  At the Committee meeting we’ll discuss some of the implementation problems 
that may occur with this next round of projects and action steps that might be 
undertaken to address projects that are not moving towards prompt implementation.   
 


